What 3 Words
Extended Challenge
What 3 Words Non-Contact Quiz Hunt
This version of the challenge will get you out even further into the surrounding villages to find new places you
may never have been before. Bring a parent or the rest of your family unless they are comfortable with you
being a long way from home. We can’t offer any supervision.
Download the app “What 3 Words” to your mobile phone. You can then enter the three word identifiers to find
the locations. Walk or cycle there and answer the questions!
Remember to be safe. Don’t touch any surfaces. If you are cycling, make sure you wear a helmet and visible
clothing. Try to keep 2 metres from anyone who is not in your household. Wash your hands before you leave
the house and when you get back!
Send your answers by email to badges@twyfordscouts.org.uk by end of Saturday 27th June.
This time, I’m pretty sure no-one will get all of them.
1. steam.loosens.creamed - What should you take home with you?
2. passenger.arranged.conspired - What is the "DP" number on this telegraph pole?
Does it look very new? It was replaced a couple of weeks ago after it got crushed by a tree after a
storm! If you look carefully, you can see where they cut off the broken branch.

3. backers.stewing.powering & shots.many.port - How many double width panels are these bridges made
from? Which one is longer? (3 points)
The Bailey bridge was invented in WW2 so that armies could quickly make new bridges even whilst
being attacked. Each side panel is a double diamond with a square boss in the middle about 3m long.
They could be laid up to three panels wide and two panels tall to make the bridge stronger or span
longer distances. They could even be laid without needing to cross the river first and using only
muscle strength (although a bulldozer or tank meant you didn't have to pull so hard!) They are still
made today in exactly the same size and used for both back roads and emergency replacements after
floods and earthquakes and can be found all over the world as they are cheap to build, easily
maintained and can be stored flat-packed until needed.

4. telephone.hubcaps.mixes - What time would you need to be here to break bread on a Sunday?
Other places of worship or contemplation are available.
5. minds.renders.broadcast - What cat would buy their bread here?
6. twice.complains.plant - What is the full name of this parish?
Give me a sign!

7. down.moral.moss - On what date was Terry Bovis born?
Terry was a respected member of the Hurst community who helped to run the Hurst Horse show
(similar to the Twyford Donkey Derby!).
8. bugs.expert.wiring - This Club has been around for a very long time. How many years ago was it
established?
Even Purp's not that old. Although I think Tom might be.

9. adopt.sheet.latest - In which year did Elizabeth Sadgrave die? Where was Ellen Simonds born? How old
was James Gale when he died? (3 points)
No need to wander far. Although it is a very beautiful church if you do.
10. cookie.sushi.input - What is the code for this Thames Water facility?
Another sewage pumping station? How lovely.
11. tiles.dolly.mailboxes - How many planks are laid across this bridge?
The "path" leading to this bridge is technically a road. You can legally drive your car along it. At least
you could if you were old enough to drive. And it will probably get stuck.
12. cyclones.verdict.ketchup - What is this bridge called?
I've always found it very eerie down here, especially being so close to the centre
13. starters.cubic.tribe & scorch.wordplay.emulating - How far are each of these bridges from Paddington in
miles & chains? How far are they from each other? (3 points)
Clue: a cricket wicket is 1 chain long. If you run a wicket and back again 40 times, it would be one
mile. The Wargrave bridge doesn't have a modern sign, but the distance is on there somewhere!

14. trucked.owned.released - What's the weight limit here?
Does your bike weigh this much? Could it take your weight?

15. state.sheep.crockery - What National Cycle Network number should you follow for the "Chilterns Cycleway
Link"
16. stitch.homecare.support - It might be Russell's river, but whose stream is it?
17. processor.rings.snow - The mausoleum has a distinctive door. How many square holes does it have?
There's no obvious name. I wonder which family is buried here?

18. curated.banana.showering - If you launched a boat here, what would the speed limit be?
There's no ferry here to the Shiplake bank any more. To get across, you either need to take a train or
walk all the way to Henley or Sonning and back on the other side.
19. senior.cadet.pencil - Before being a library, what was this building called?
If you look carefully, you’ll find this surname all over Wargrave

20. outdone.tango.daytime - Wargrave used to be called something slightly different. What was that?
21. undertook.wobbling.breakfast - This building collapsed into the road a few weeks ago. If it happened
again, what number would you called the builders on to let them know?
It used to sell cane and pine furniture. A very long time ago.

22. carver.beauty.chess - This gate was installed by our neighbours, Wargrave Scout Group. But why?
If you've been in the Scout section for a while, you've probably seen this gate a few times.

23. clinked.predict.remaking - How many multi coloured tables?
24. cake.fidelity.uptown - What is floating on the farm reservoir?
Hints: Don't actually look for a reservoir. Stay on the public path. Don’t go into or between the
greenhouses. The actual location might be a few squares north or south.

